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PRESENTATION*
The Congregation Bulletin Humilitas In Cammino, No. 94,
reaches to your hands, in this broad context of the celebrations of the Year
dedicated to the Consecrated Life, in which Pope Francis calls us to a
missionary passion, to a joy of the encounter with Christ which impels us
to share with others the beauty of faith and invites us to "renew our fidelity
to the Gospel, to revive the gift of prophecy and strengthen us in hope, so
we may experience the now of humanity"!
This year, there are numerous events, activities, programs and
initiatives that take place in different areas of our religious and ecclesial
communities, placing at the center this specific vocation of radical
following of Jesus Christ in the Church. We too, in this issue, will seek to
deepen some aspects and elements that help to highlight the beauty of
being consecrated and missionary, in the joyful and generous service to
migrants, taking as a starting point that Francis Pope's message pronounced
at the opening of year of consecrated life, which we also published.
We can see, through the accounts and testimonies shared by our
sisters, that the Lord is alive and active in our history! In addition, they
provide us with a wealth of elements and at the same time, allow us to
delve into the roots of memory of the copious grace lived by our sisters,
waking up in us the certainty that "to narrate the history is to praise God
and thank HIM for all his gifts"1.
Yet, in sharing the life and mission of the Congregation, we bring
the story of the missionary work of sisters: Fatima Salvagni and Manuela
Simões with the migrants in Lamezia, Terme, which expresses the
missionary and evangelizing action of the Missionary Sisters of St. Charles
Borromeo - Scalabrinians, as little examples of all the good done in the
various contexts of human mobility, for the life and dignity of migrant
1

Pope Francis on His Apostolic Letter to all Consecrated Persons
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people and their families, certain that migrants are true bearers of the new
times "hidden builders and providential of the universal fraternity." 2
In continuation to this, we published decrees of appointments and
removals of communities, emanating from the Superior General, as an
expression of the congregational walk and services assumed by the Sisters
of the Congregation. We welcome with joy and enthusiasm the sharing of
the novice members of the novitiate of São Carlos, Latin America and the
Caribbean, as a resonance of the participation of the same Novitiate
formation, along with other religious congregations.
It is also a reason for joy and gladness to publish the names of the
Sisters who have made temporary vows on November 30, 2014; they
decided to respond to God’s call for the cause of the migrants in our
congregation. At the same time, in the line of celebration and thanksgiving,
we sealed with the unity of our prayers the path of fidelity and donation of
our jubilarian Sisters in the year 2015.
May the Blessed John Baptist Scalabrini, Blessed Assunta
Marchetti and the Servant of God Fr. Joseph Marchetti, intercede for us so
that we can live faithfully our religious vocation, transforming us to be
shining and effective witnesses and close companion for women and men of
our time3, particularly the migrants and refugees.

Sr. Neusa de Fátima Mariano, mscs
Superior General
Rome, 1 June 2015
110th Anniversary of Birth in Heaven of the Founder, Blessed JB Scalabrini

*Note: The original text is Portuguese, translation to English was done by Sr. Melanie Illana, mscs
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Scalabrinian Traditio, No. 5
Pope Francis on His Apostolic Letter to all Consecrated Persons
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AN OPEN DOOR FOR FREEDOM
Sr. Fatima Salvagni, mscs and Sr. Manuela Simões, mscs

-Scalabrini-

The Bishop of Lamezia
Terme,
Monsignor
Luigi
Antonio Cantafora, enamored by
the
Scalabrinian
charism,
entrusted the migration pastoral
ministry of Diocese to the
Scalabrinian
Sisters:
Sister
Manuela Simões and Sister
Fatima Salvagni, in which they
provided to migrants and
refugees specific and qualified
service, they, who ever more
numerous, arrive at or pass by
the city to follow the road towards unity, fellowship and support
among people.
The important service, in the Scalabrinian mission of the
Sisters Manuela and Fatima, is the Intercultural Center "Insieme",
currently coordinated by Sr. Fatima Salvagni. Since 2005, the
Center, first called 'Cultural Mediation Agency', offers several
services to many foreigners arriving in the city, full of hope and
often as fugitives from their homelands because they are persecuted.
Services range from the follow-up of the Italian language courses,
(lately opened a literacy school for Moroccan women) to referral to
regularize the stay in Italy and obtaining asylum and protection. The
assistance, however, goes further with psychological help, and
foreigners, people of other ethnicity and pregnant women are
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welcomed like in a large family in a safe place where they can feel at
home. The souls of the Center are the Scalabrinian sisters Manuela
and Fatima, collaborators and volunteers; they are busy every day to
welcome and transmit the face of the Church as a mother who
welcomes everyone. The migrants who come the center need help
and they encounter proper structure, a friendly smile, people they can
trust and confide. The nationality that prevails, approximately 70% is
Moroccan.
There is time on the way
toward integration; the Diocesan
Migrant Office is also made under
the direction entrusted to Sr.
Manuela. Over the years, the
activity of Caritas, the parish
communities and volunteers, have
noticed a growing poverty among
Italians and foreigners in which
they must fight to survive, without
work and have serious health
problems. The Diocesan Migrant
Office in the town of Lamezia
Terme managed to bring the
activities of integration between the foreigners and non-foreigners;
along the three voluntary contributors of Intercultural Center
"Insieme" and the economic help of "Migrant" national, an oratory
for rom-Italian-immigrant children was organized in order to
promote integration paths.
The missionary commitment of the Sisters is the
announcement toward a renaissance, made of hope, humility and
enthusiasm. The Church of Lamezia discovered, along with the
Scalabrinian sisters, the Church's mission value, where no one is a
foreigner, but all inhabitants of the same earth, the same house where
it has no doors, but only love and acceptance.
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A flower in the eyes: Literacy school for Moroccan women
Recently, thanks to the Scalabrinian Sisters, Caritas is
supporting the Italian language schools for foreigners, whose
coordinator is Sister Fatima Salvagni. The school is in Bella and the
other is in Nicastro. In this mission, there are so many obstacles, but
also with so many victories, so many smiles, so many happy
children, so many marginalized women who finally are welcomed
and have a chance to enter into relationship with others, aside from
co-national. To be helped to arrive in the foreign city is the basis of
integration, expressing oneself is the first step toward seeking help,
work, and security in relationships with others.
Literacy courses and Italian in a short time, gathered about 50
Moroccan women, but men are not lacking and the assistance of
retired teachers who decided to do this completely free service, a
sign that the message of humility and fraternity, family and love of
the MSCS Sisters is giving its fruits.
The service of the
MSCS Sisters sounds simple
but in reality it hides itself so
humbly in the dialogue
among all; only this that it
can get the construction of
fraternal relationships of
welcome
and
solidarity
because they teach us that it
is itself suffering, having
difficulties that comes for help, compassion, solidarity, sharing and
acceptance.
Every day the city of Lamezia Terme becomes more and
more intercultural, thanks also to the fact that it has an international
airport and all southern trains to the north that must pass through the
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city, just in humble region of Italy, Calabria. In its mission, the
MSCS Sisters learned to unite the different nationalities and various
problems of the Italian and foreigners, because they are all migrants,
all united in the search for a stable life, out of isolation and
peacefully living their lives.
The goal is the same one that contributes in giving birth to
hope, to believe that the expected change is possible, from ourselves,
from our way of living, of facing life, being protagonists of our
society and take it on the road of peace and hope, all together.
Note:
We acknowledge the collaboration of Sr. Melanie Illana for translating this article
into English.
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Consecrated Life in today’s Church
Gospel, Prophecy, Hope
The Logo
A dove supports on one wing a polyhedral globe, and while
resting on the water, it safeguards with the other wing three stars that
arise from the water.
The Logo for the Year of Consecrated Life expresses through
symbols the fundamental values of consecrated life. In it we
recognize the “unceasing work of the Holy Spirit, who in every age
shows forth the richness of the practice of the evangelical counsels
through a multiplicity of charisms. In this way too he makes ever
present in the Church and in the world, in time and space, the
mystery of Christ” (VC 5).
In the lines that outline the form of the dove one can intuit the
word ‘Peace’ in Arabic: this is a reminder that consecrated life is
called to be the model for universal reconciliation in Christ.
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The symbols of the Logo
The dove on the water. The dove is the classical symbol of the
action of the Holy Spirit, who is the source of life and the inspirer of
creativity. This is a flash-back to the origin of history: in the
beginning the Spirit of God moved on the waters (cf Gen 1,2). The
dove, gliding above a sea swollen with yet unexpressed life,
symbolizes a patient and hope-filled fecundity, while the symbols
around it reveal the creative and renewing action of the Spirit. The
dove also evokes the consecration of the humanity of Christ through
baptism.
The waters are made of mosaic fragments; they indicate the
complexity and the harmony of the human and cosmic elements that
are made to “groan” by the Spirit according to God’s mysterious
plans (cf Rom 8, 26-27) so that they may converge into the
hospitable and fruitful encounter that leads to a new creation. The
dove flies among the waves of history, above the waters of the
deluge (cf Gen 8, 8-14). The men and women, whose consecration
was marked by the Gospel, have always been pilgrims among the
nations; they live their various charismatic and diaconal presence
like “good administrators of the multiform grace of God” (1Pt 4,10);
they are marked by the Cross of Christ, even unto martyrdom; they
journey through history equipped with the wisdom of the Gospel;
indeed, a Church that embraces and heals all that is human in Christ.

The three stars. These stand for the identity of consecrated life
as confessio Trinitatis, signum fraternitatis e servitium caritatis. They
express the circular relationships found in the Trinitarian love, which
consecrated life is called to live daily in the world. The stars also hint
to the triple halo used in the Byzantine iconography to honor Mary,
the Mother of God, the first Disciple of Christ and model and patron
of every consecrated life.
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The polyhedral globe. The small polyhedral globe symbolizes
the planet with its myriad variety of nations and cultures, as
explained by Pope Francis (cf EG 236). It is the breath of the Spirit
that sustains it and leads it towards the future: an invitation to all
consecrated persons “to become bearers of the Spirit
(pneumatophoroi), authentically spiritual men and women, capable
of endowing history with hidden fruitfulness” (VC 6).

The Headword
Vita consecrata in Ecclesia hodie
Evangelium, Prophetia, Spes
(Consecrated life in today’s Church
Gospel, Prophecy, Hope.)
The headword provides a further highlighting of the identity
and prospective, experience and ideals, grace and journey that
consecrated life has lived through and is still living within the
Church as people of God, as it journeys together with the different
nations and cultures toward the future.

Evangelium: this indicates the fundamental rule of
consecrated life, which is the “sequela Christi as taught by the
Gospel” (PC 2a). First of all as “a living memorial of Jesus' way of
living and acting” (VC 22), and then as vital wisdom in the light of
the multiple counsels that the Lord gave to his disciples (cf LG 42).
The Gospel shows the way ahead and is a source of joy (EG 1).

Prophetia: reminds us of the prophetic character of
consecrated life, which “takes the shape of a special form of sharing
INCAMMINO
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in Christ's prophetic office, which the Holy Spirit communicates to
the whole People of God” (VC 84). This is an authentic prophetic
ministry that is born from the Word and is nourished by the Word of
God when this is welcomed and lived out in the various
circumstances of life. This function is carried out through
courageous denunciation and in announcing new ‘visits’ by God;
also, “through the exploration of new ways to apply the Gospel in
history, in expectation of the coming of God's Kingdom” (ibid.).

Spes: reminds us of the ultimate fulfillment of the Christian
mystery. We are living through an era that is characterized by
widespread uncertainties and a lack of projects with a long-term
vision: hope is needed in a context of cultural and social fragility, at
a time when the horizon is dark because “it often seems that the
signs of God's presence have been lost from sight” (VC 85).
Consecrated life is permanently projected toward the eschatology: it
witnesses that every hope will eventually have its definite
fulfillment, and transforms the waiting “in work and mission, that the
Kingdom may become present here and now” (VC 27). As a sign of
hope consecrated life needs to be close to people and to show mercy;
to be a paradigm of a future free from all kinds of idolatry.

“Encouraged by the charity that the Holy Spirit pours in our
hearts” (Rm 5,5) the consecrated persons are therefore called to
embrace the universe and to become a memorial of the Trinitarian
love, catalysts of communion and unity, praying sentries on the peak
of history, and to become one with humanity in its anxieties and in
its silent search for the Spirit.
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Consecrated Persons:
Called to be Spirit-Filled Evangelizers
Sr. Elizabeth Pedernal, mscs

“And now I commend you to God and to the word of his
grace, which is able to build you up and to give you the
inheritance among all those who are sanctified. I coveted no
one's silver or gold or apparel. You yourselves know that
these hands ministered to my necessities and to those who
were with me. In all things I have shown you that by working
hard in this way we must help the weak and remember the
words of the Lord Jesus, how he himself said, ‘It is more
blessed to give than to receive.’”(Acts 20:32-35)
Giving is always a good virtue. It leads a person to a deeper
understanding of total self-giving, surrendering and sharing. The gift
of joyful giving is rooted in prayer, a giving of special time to
solitude and be with God and be filled with His Spirit, be renewed to
be effective in the mission. The contemplative side of religious
consecration or religious life is a stark reminder to the Church of the
vital importance of prayer. In convents or in religious houses more
so of the cloistered religious embrace lives “hidden with Christ” so
that they may serve as “lamps of hope” to an age of materialism and
INCAMMINO
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consumerism. The joy that consecrated men and women experience
through their lives of total abandonment and spiritual intimacy
testify to the eternal joy that awaits us in Heaven.
Pope Francis stresses the urgent need to recover the
contemplative spirit as we carry on the work of evangelization. He
writes:
“The best incentive for sharing the Gospel comes from
contemplating it with love, lingering over its pages and
reading it with the heart. If we approach it in this way,
its beauty will amaze and constantly excite us. But if this
is to come about, we need to recover a contemplative
spirit which can help us to realize ever anew that we
have been entrusted with a treasure which makes us
more human and helps us to lead a new life. There is
nothing more precious which we can give to others”
(EG, no. 264).
In the Gospel of Joy there are main thoughts that we can look
into and delve more in order to be truly evangelizers, the call to all
Christian and more so to the consecrated person. The following are
some main thought that we can reflect with:
 Joy from the Gospel should enliven our work with hope and
lightness, and people of faith should not underestimate the
power and reach of the Gospel.
 For the Church to be herself authentically, people of faith must
build community and invite everyone to experience the joy of
the Gospel.
 Discipleship means making your life a witness to a relationship
with Jesus.
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 The Church needs to focus on going out into the world to build
strong communities that are encountering Christ, rather than on
her self-preservation. There is an especially important place for
parish work, then, which is flexible to the needs of individual
communities.
 Pope Francis, using his papacy as an example, would like to
see members of the Church hierarchy listen and dialogue with
the faithful, as well as use bold and creative thinking to revive
missionary work.
 Church structures must serve the heart of the Gospel: we must
organize more around grace than law, Christ than Church.
 The Church must be open to any who want to come home and
use the Eucharist as an opportunity for healing, not a reward
for perfect discipleship.
 Serving those who live in poverty must be the Church’s
priority.
In making this path more meaningful as evangelizers we are
called to be spirit filled evangelizers as the Gospel of Joy reminds us,
that we need work rooted in fervor, joy, generosity, courage, and
boundless love. Prayer should ground all evangelical work. Personal
encounters with the saving love of Jesus opens hearts and fills the
voids in ourselves and our society. People of faith carry on his
ministry in pursuit of the joy and meaning it brings. Loving others
brings us close to God and reveals God’s reign in the world. Faith
requires the confidence that God is working through us and that our
missionary work will bear fruit we may not see.
When we are grateful for others and seek more just
relationships, that attitude becomes a prayer that brightens the world.
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“The best incentive for sharing the Gospel comes from
contemplating it with love, lingering over its pages and reading it
with the heart. If we approach it in this way, its beauty will amaze
and constantly excite us. But if this is to come about, we need to
recover a contemplative spirit which can help us to realize ever anew
that we have been entrusted with a treasure which makes us more
human and helps us to lead a new life. There is nothing more
precious which we can give to others” (EG, no. 264).
Mary, an example of bold and courageous faith in service to
making the world better, can become the mother of the new
evangelization.
What are the challenges for us? We ask ourselves…
 In the Gospel of Joy, Pope Francis says our missionary work
needs to be grounded in fervor, joy, generosity, courage, and
boundless love. Which of those feels the most challenging to
me? Can I think of a person I know who exemplifies that
quality? How?
 Do I pray? What is my favorite type of prayer? How do I feel
when I pray?
 Pope Francis suggests that gratitude adds lightness to the
world. How do I practice gratitude? Where in my life is there
room to be more grateful?
Let us invoke the powerful intercession of the Blessed Virgin
Mary, mother and model of vocation. May she who was filled with
the Holy Spirit and prayerfully pondered all things in her heart “help
us to bear radiant witness to communion, service, ardent and
generous faith, justice and love of the poor that the joy of the Gospel
may reach to the ends of the earth, illuminating even the fringes of
our world” (EG, no. 288)
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“The Church which ‘goes
forth’ is a community of
missionary disciples who take the
first step, who are involved and
supportive, who bear fruit and
rejoice.
An
evangelizing
community like us Scalabrinians
knows that the Lord has taken the
initiative, he has loved us first,
and therefore we can move
forward, boldly take the initiative,
go out to others, seek those who
have fallen away, stand at the crossroads and welcome the
outcast…Let us try a little harder to take the first step and to become
more involved”(Joy of the Gospel 24)

INCAMMINO
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Testimony:

"We hoped that he was the one who was ..."
Sr. Ermelinda Pettenon, mscs

Sixty years: a short time, but significant: 60 years of
"Consecrated Life", filled of God with inner joy built upon a solid
faith that, on the myriad temptations and difficulties, she does not
cease; on the contrary, she strengthens it thanks to the awareness that
in every moment, in fact, she decides for eternity!
Who does not know me will be wondering, but how old is
this co-sister who will celebrate next September 8th, the 60th
anniversary of religious profession? Quiet, I too was a child and now
I am 77 years of age and I agree with Gen. 23.1; 50.26 that defines
old age in itself, part of God's blessings! And Pope Francis at the day
of the Audience, March 15, 2015, said: "Old age is the 'seat’ of the
wisdom of life" and invites us to offer this wisdom to the young!
To the question that was
given to me - how I live my
consecration of the Scalabrinian
missionary – I answer: with
enthusiasm of my first years of
religious life and the spirit deeply
in tune with the Scalabrinian
charism, but with greater
awareness, maturity, consistency,
confidence and joy. I think the
characteristic that distinguishes
me from the Sisters is one of knowing to confront my daily life often too heavy for some physical ailments linked to my age - with
serene objectivity, effectiveness, optimism and confidence in one
who choses me and loves me with tender and mercy!
18

Sure, it happened so many times in my long life, to behave
myself like the two disciples of Emmaus, leaving Jerusalem,
confused and doubtful, almost running away, disillusioned and they
have been with Jesus. "We hoped that he was the one who was ...";
so sad and closed, that I do not realize Jesus who was with me and
walked with me! Still I say it's not easy to follow Christ "forever" by
arduous and uplifting way of total consecration to Him, but to be
aware that it should be finalized by faith, because faith is yielding
strong hope and, thanks to this, it preserves us from distrust, sadness
and fear. Faith brings us close to the supernatural and assures us, as
well, the divine help in difficult times. What should we be afraid of
if God is with us? Anyway, we have examples of solid hope also in
our religious family, starting with Blessed John Baptist Scalabrini
and Blessed Assunta Marchetti.
Every time I get a chance, I do not fail to manifest to
whoever lives in the community with me, or to other sisters, or my
family, or who I meet with and collaborate in my apostolic mission
among and with the migrants here on Swiss land. I currently work in
Maternal School with children from various ethnic groups, the
importance of experience, moment by moment, day by day, of Jesus'
unique and personal love: Center, Joy, Peace and driving force that
helps me not to be afraid to leave the communitarian serenity or
personal interest, perhaps justifying myself after all with: that the
Lord will ask me why I did not also love myself, instead of letting
me hold on to the frenzy of doing for others and with others.
I remember many times when Pope Francis said, in his
Apostolic Letter to all consecrated persons, in this year that he
wanted to dedicate to the consecrated life; he speaks of joy in
following Jesus and the joy that comes from the encounter, the
relationship with others, of feeling welcomed, included and loved,
but also in the sharing and in participation! It's a "special" year to me
and the gift that I ask the Lord is to accept my gratitude for choosing
me and put me in our congregational charism, for helping me to
INCAMMINO
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recover the freshness of the Gospel and the early times and to resume
in the hands my life of consecration, verifying my answer to the call
of God the Father; in a word, Jesus is still the first and only love, as
how I determined at the age of 17? Does my Scalabrinian missionary
life respond to what the Spirit infuses in my heart? I wish for myself
and for all that the Risen One may be everything in our life.
Note:
We acknowledge the collaboration of Sr. Melanie Illana for translating this article
into English.
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Testimony:

"Sacrifice in all means to extend the Kingdom of God”4
Sr. Fiorentina Ross, mscs

Mission-Consecration - are two inseparable realities - one
born of another; this is my identity as a missionary of St. Charles
Borromeo, Scalabrinian, for the Migrants.
With my 80 years of life, I left Albania a few days ago, but
not the mission, that feeling, in any situation or place, I am in the
service of the Kingdom of God.
At the beginning of the path of
consecrated life in the mscs family, I chose
a phrase of
Blessed Scalabrini:
"Sacrificing in all means to extend the
Kingdom of God." This was the aid and
motivation to live well in the communities
where I spent with constant commitment
to love and live the gift of God, also when
lights and shadows meet along the way, but I am aware that my life
should be constantly motivated by the will of God, by His Word and
prayer.
Communicate-share-evangelize, that is, living the fraternity
with everyone and mutual respect. This year dedicated to the
consecrated life, will become even more significant if I live
communion with co-responsibility, in the joy of belonging to the
charism as lived by Blessed Assunta Marchetti. In gratitude, I thank
the Lord for all his gifts.

4

Original text was written Italian. Translated by Sr. Melanie Illana.
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Testimony:

I was called! 5
Sr. Leida Tedesco, mscs

God looked at me and chose me. I live my consecration in
joy and sure to be in my place. In gratitude to God for the call and
free YES! I seek fidelity to His proposal to serve him as MSCS. I am
happy and fulfilled in what I do and as a religious.
Eucharist and Mary underlie my
life. Scalabrini reinforces this Fountain
in me. I put everything in His hands.
Together they "change water into Good
wine". Eucharist is life. In it, I renew the
forces and my Yes. It makes my
Tabernacle alive.
The Community, other Source of
Life, meeting place, welcoming, sharing
-- it's where I can live the love and fraternal charity. It is a place for
human and spiritual growth. Without it the consecrated life does not
makes sense. It would be like Jesus without the Apostles. It should
make us be witnesses of Jesus Christ on the part of the mission and
of the Eucharist.
To accept the Gospel is to be like Jesus. The Year of the
consecrated life is appropriate to review the experience of fraternal
and community relations, spiritual growth, coherence of life in God
and of brothers and sisters. It would be good to see me say: There, is
Jesus or Mary! So a consecrated should be: A Living Sign of Faith,
Hope and Charity.

5

Original text was written Portuguese. Translated into English by Sr. Melanie Illana.
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Testimony:

“Consecrated Religious Life:
Wake up the World with audacity“6
Irma Gleiciane Matos Gomes, mscs

It is a challenge to be young religious today, where the world
directs us to what is "easier". (my house, my car, my husband, my
children, etc.). Today, it is all very affordable, if one wants to study,
work and the rest will follow well.
The
centrality
of
Consecrated Religious Life, or
those who want to take their
baptism into radicalism, have to
look forward; all I have and I am,
is the choice I have made, and
should be related to the other. It is
a daily exercise of giving and
receiving with much love. This
"love requires sacrifice" said
Mother Assunta, and we are not
always willing to make such
sacrifices for the greater good, or
even exercise missionary spiritual life.
I renew all "holy" days of my first love. Nourishing with
something that causes me to this love, be in prayer, in living with the
sisters, sharing life, the sacrifice, the renunciation of love, in the
school , in the pastoral. I try to find time to be in loving presence of
God, with me and with others. I have a deep admiration for St.
Therese of the Child Jesus. She and Jesus are my biggest
inspirational holiness, and I am very grateful to God for having
6

Original text was written Portuguese. Translated into English by Sr. Melanie Illana.
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placed in my life who help me for this daily quest to grow, with
people who walk with me, one who love me and want me well; all
this for the congregation, for the community, friends and family
members. I came from a culture that really respects the sacred, which
is indigenous culture; I never failed to hand my roots, love for
nature, for the simple, for people, to contemplate every miracle of
life.
The Scalabrinian Spirituality had increased what is imbedded
in me, it did not scrap anything intrinsic, the communion, the
fundamental gifts my greatest wealth. I confess, I suffered a lot when
I discovered it yet I had worked out and had integrated then
recognizing the differences are both important and had its own value.
Today, I am growing every day in my spiritual path, because it is He
who keeps me strong; my vocation, community life, at school, in the
apostolate, etc. As a person, I'm looking, every day, to cultivate my
spiritual side of life and I know that in this way, with this, I make a
difference in my life and in the life of others, it is my way of being,
thinking and acting that count. I seek always to be in the loving
presence of God, even if it costs me sacrifices, nonetheless I know
that this is God's will for my life.
I seek to value the other in the richness of their gifts, I make
people feel valuable to me and I to them. I love to exchange
experiences and always put my gifts at their service. And when the
other is not willing to, I give myself freely; it costs me nothing, with
God all things I can and I have, it is worth making sacrifices for
Jesus. In times when the other seem more complicated, I pray more
for her and for me, always asking for the gift of patience, mercy and
love. I try to look fondly all such way of living everywhere I am.
And in the end, the reward is the joy, a joy that comes from God, not
my merit. "When the father is loving, the children tend to follow
more."
This year, having declared the year of consecrated life by
Pope Francis, was a jolt not only to the conventional, but in the
24

whole Church. He makes emphasize and reinforce what is already
putting out the true mission of a consecrated, for example;
consecrated are a prophetic sign for the world with their testimony
awaken the world with his/her audacity, his joy, above all, not being
"acid like vinegar"; he calls religious persons to get out of
themselves and reach out to others, especially the poorest.
This is nothing new for Consecrated Life, I believe, but it's
always good to renew and recommence the steps taken. I am very
happy by the religious of Brazil for welcoming the message and
study, pray; even I have been to several meetings, retreats and
moments of reflection on the subject. It was a very good echo of the
Pope's message. "It is good" for it impels us to be better for the
future.
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Testimony:

“Revisiting the past with Gratitude”7
Sr. Maria dos Santos Apoluceno, mscs

The Pope Francis had a great inspiration of the Holy Spirit to
call all the consecrated persons for the celebration of this Year as
year for the Consecrated and at the same time to dedicate this whole
year to celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of Perfectae Caritatis. I am
heiress to this renewal that the Church, with great insight, is
celebrating.
It was a reality of discovery, solidarity, joy and Scalabrinian
spirituality, the Lord passed by and called me to follow him as a
mscs missionary, to testify as a human person in a situation of
mobility, it is a great gift for the country to welcome and at the same
time, a challenge, amidst the restlessness demobilization of what
until then was safe and peaceful.
So, I try to "look the past with gratitude" living my mscs
consecration with serenity, joy and total dedication to Him who
found me worthy to be called and be consecrated. I do not do great
things, but I try and do the little things every day. It is on these little
things that the Lord asks me with all fidelity to my yes and in them
he expresses his greatness and his designs and plans for me.
"To live the present with enthusiasm". God gave me the
grace to live my missionary vocation serving migrants in different
countries. It made me experience his presence in the joy of that
migration helped to realize their dreams in the face of relief who
found the shoulder of a Sister to cry, someone to trust. Their
presence beyond our sensibility and reason, and lodges deep in our
hearts. At all times that life demanded, He gave me courage, strength
and wisdom. This mysterious presence helped me to meet the
7

Original text was written Portuguese. Translated into English by Sr. Melanie Illana.
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challenges with serenity. Therefore, the Word of God and the
Eucharis shared-and-lived, inherited cultural family force, the mscs
community life and the testimony of migrants are the main pillars of
my spirituality.
"Embrace the future
with hope." I feel part of a big
family composed by the family
that gave me a name and a
culture, the mscs family that
gave me the Scalabrinian
missionary
spirituality
and
family-mobility that teaches me
that God's love is colorful and
lively. The migranst are not just
the one who gets my love and
dedication, but someone able to
rip borders in the most adverse situations, with hope, courage and
creativity; the mscs community is not just a place to carry out our
vocation but a big bang from which radiates the reception,
welcoming diversity, witness of universal love among peoples and
cultures. I live community life with deep gratitude that I feel
welcomed, respected and loved.
The year of consecrated life will be even more meaningful if
I, in my littleness, try to demonstrate the greatness of God, look at
the past with gratitude, live the present with enthusiasm and embrace
the future with hope. I consider this year as a great gift for my
personal and community life. Deo Gratias!
______
Note:
We acknowledge the collaboration of Sr. Melanie Illana for translating all the
articles of “Testimony” into English.
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Novinter 2015
Vocation and Follow-up – Biblical Foundation
On April 28 to 30, 2015, we attended the meeting of the first
Novinter along with seven other congregations in Caçapava, in the
House of the Order of Friars Minor (OFM) SP. During the three-day
we studied: Vocation and Follow-up in the Biblical context in the
Old and New Testament, with the call of Abraham, Moses and
Jeremiah, addressing the three, their call and the characteristics of
each one.
We continued with the study in the synoptic Gospels and St.
John and on the Disciplinary Attitudes of Discipleship. It is worth
mentioning that the call of Abraham occurred as the result of a
particular context in which He called to believe in the promise God.
As early as Moses we saw that his call of three steps:
-Formation: Being the son of Hebrews, Moses was instructed in all
the wisdom of Egypt and commanded respect by his words and his
actions.
-The generosity and the disappointment of Moses: Witnessing the
scene of his brother Israelite being mistreated by an Egyptian, Moses
takes the initiative to defend him by killing his oppressor. His
disappointment is when he approaches his brothers thinking that he
who had done something excessive; however, he realized that for the
Israelites, he is a threat.

- The discovery of one's vocation: His vocation is manifested as a
process of awareness of his purpose and goal; the clear objective is
that the Lord's people must be freed from slavery.
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However, we noticed that Jeremiah's vocation is rich and
complex at the same time, because he went through a maturation
process of his vocation which was originated since childhood and
reached adulthood. In the Synoptic Gospels we saw that the followup and the vocation are made upon assent to the person of Jesus, and
to follow Jesus Christ is to share his destiny, and John saw that the
calling of the first disciples is a model for every Christian vocation.

Participating in this first
Novinter was very important as
it
contributes
to
greater
understanding of our calling
from the biblical figures that
have been studied. In each of
them, we identify and realize
what religious life requires of us,
this awareness along our path,
which need maturation of our
own vocation, of our faith and of
following our Lord Jesus Christ.
Thus, we can better follow the
One who called us.
Novices, Noviciado São Carlos América Latina e Caribe
- Liz Teresa A. Talavera, Zulema Beatriz Nuñez,
Vitorinha B. Alburquequi, Nidia Esperanza Castro Castañeda
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MESSAGE OF HIS HOLINESS POPE FRANCIS
FOR THE OPENING OF THE YEAR OF CONSECRATED LIFE

Dear Consecrated Sisters and Dear Consecrated
Brothers,
It is with great joy that I address you on such a
meaningful occasion as the Eucharistic
Celebration for the opening of the Year of
Consecrated Life. I would have liked so much to
be present among you personally, as I had assured
you, but the will of God has provided otherwise.
In convoking this Year of Consecrated Life, 50 years after the
promulgation of the Conciliar Decree Perfectae Caritatis on the renewal
of religious life, I wanted first of all to propose again to the Church as a
whole the beauty and value of this special form of sequela Christi,
represented by all of you who have chosen to leave everything to
imitate Christ more closely through the profession of the evangelical
counsels. Through a multiplicity of initiatives that will be implemented
in the coming months here in Rome as in every part of the world, your
luminous witness to life will be like a light placed in a candelabra to
give light and warmth to all the People of God. Thus I also renew to
you who are present here the urgent call that I addressed one year ago to
the Superiors General: wake up the world, illuminate it with your
prophetic and countercultural witness!
How can you implement this call in your life, not only in this
special Year dedicated to you, but always? I shall provide you with
three programmatic attitudes.
By being joyful! Show everyone that you follow Christ and put
his Gospel into practice, filling your heart with happiness. Infect those
who are near you with this joy; and then many people will ask you for
the reason and feel the desire to share with you your splendid and
enthusing Gospel adventure.
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By being brave! Those who feel loved by the Lord know how to
place full trust in Him, as your Founders and Foundresses did, opening
new ways of service to the Kingdom of God. With the power of the
Holy Spirit that accompanies you, go out into the streets of the world
and show the innovative power of the Gospel which, when put into
practice, works wonders today too and can answer to all the questions
of mankind.
By being men and women of communion! Firmly rooted in
personal communion with God, whom you have chosen as the porro
unum [good portion] (cf. Lk 10:42) of your existence, be tireless
builders of fraternity, above all practicing among yourselves the Gospel
law of mutual love, and then with all, especially the poorest.
Demonstrate that universal fraternity is not a utopia but Jesus’ very
dream for the whole of humanity.
Dear consecrated women and men, thank you for coming here
today to mark the solemn opening of the Year of Consecrated Life. I
also thank Cardinal João Braz de Aviz, Prefect of the Congregation for
the Institutes of Consecrated Life and Societies of Apostolic Life, who
is presiding at the Eucharist celebration on my behalf. Likewise I wish
to express my gratitude to Archbishop José Carballo and to all the
members of the Dicastery, who are working generously for the
successful outcome of the events planned for this Year.
I entrust to the Virgin Mary, beloved daughter of the Father,
cloaked by the Holy Spirit in all the gifts of grace and your supreme
model, the Year of Consecrated Life which starts today. I accompany
you with my prayers and willingly bestow upon you present here my
Apostolic Blessing.
From the Vatican, 30 November 2014.
FRANCIS
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70 Years
Sr. Líbera Cover
Sr. Pierina Caeran
Sr. Rosalinda Belmira Mugnol

60 Years
Sr. Berenice Lupo
Sr. Celínia Potrich
Sr. Dolores Piazza
Sr. Ermelinda Pettenon
Sr. Luzia Valentini
Sr. Vitória Rosa Ranzan
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50 Years

Sr. Celide Therezinha Bom

Sr. Silvina Piano

Sr. Eli Ana Rui

Sr. Sueli Nardin

Sr. Lídia Pasqualotto

Sr. Terezinha Maria Fachinetto

Sr. Lina Guzzo

Sr. Teresinha Zambiasi

Sr. Maria Ana Cauzzi

Sr. Virginia Bergamin

Sr. Maria Vigolo

Sr. Maria Terezinha Lusa

Sr. Marissônia Daltoé

Sr. Olinda Rosa Contini

Sr. Irene Gimenez Reinoso
Sr. Margani Izabel Flach
Sr. Maria Divina Fernandez de Oliveira
Sr. Maria Ozânia da Silva
Sr. Marilene Zanella
Sr. Marizete Garbin
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The First Religious Profession
30 November 2014
Sr. Vineetha Vincent Jaseentha, mscs

Sr. Dalia Yumari Robledo Escobedo, mscs
Sr. Angelina Barek Tupen, mscs
Sr. Yadira Lizeth Cano Haro, mscs
(In order, from left to right )
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